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ABSTRACT

Information and Communication Technology improves the business competitiveness in both large scale enterprises as well as those of small and medium scale enterprises. Lack of technical knowledge in Information Communication Technology and the cost have been identified as challenges for small and medium enterprises to adopt ICT for their businesses. They can overcome this problem by using freely available tools/systems which aid to generate information systems automatically. However, they require the database structure; therefore, it is desirable to have a tool to automate the relational database design process. In the proposed approach, business forms were considered as the database requirement input sources among: learning from examples, natural language, structured input/output definition and schema definition and forms. The approach uses a functional dependency algorithm on the un-normalized data which is fed through the business form and then apply a normalization algorithm on the discovered functional dependencies to have the normalized database structure. User intervention is needed to have the domain knowledge of this approach. Finally, it develops the normalized database with all the keys and relationships; the accuracy of the outcome totally depends on the data fed by end users.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) plays a vital role in the modern business world; it improves business competitiveness [1] of large enterprises as well as Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) [2]. Although, SMEs interest to adopt ICT for their businesses, it is a challenge for them, because SMEs are lack of technical skills to develop ICT application in-house [3] and system cost to outsource the development of ICT applications or to purchase the off the shelf products [3]. It is a cost for them to maintain a separate team for this purpose as some countries have a big demand for the ICT expertise (ICT workforce has risen by 50% since 2010), [4]. However, it won’t be a matter for SMEs if there is a system or tool to develop their ICT applications by themselves without expert knowledge.

Information systems are major application of Information and Communication Technology that can be used by businesses to ease their task. Technical knowledge is needed to develop information systems, but we found some freely available tools that support to develop information systems without much technical knowledge. These tools support the basic functions of the system - add, edit, delete, and view - for a given database structure [5]. Additionally, we found some researches on designing relevant forms automatically with basic functions for any given database structure [6]. We can conclude that for all these approaches of information systems development need the database structure which should be provided by ourselves. The database is one of the most critical factors of all information systems, but database designers need technical
knowledge to develop databases based on the requirement specification of the system [7], which is difficult for non-technical people in small and medium sized enterprises.

In literature, we were able to find researches/studies on automating the database design process. Some of them have used the approaches on natural language processing, form based analysis, structured language, etc. We analyzed the approaches based on natural language processing and form based analysis to identify the suitability of them to our target user groups as the others are not feasible for non-technical people in SMEs. A research papers on these tool/system analysis says that the approaches based on natural language processing as well as the form based analysis are not suited for our target user groups [8, 9], but the research paper [9] says that business form can be considered as a vital input source to automate the database design process than the others. The primary goal of this research is propose an approach to automate the relational database design process based on business forms by eliminating the user involvements in the tasks which need technical skill.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of the database design process and existing automation approaches. Section 3 gives a description on the new approach and section 4 discusses and concludes the paper.

2. LITERATURE ON RELATIONAL DATABASE DESIGN PROCESS AUTOMATION APPROACHES

There are few types of database models: Object Oriented Database model, Relational Database model, Network model and etc. Relational database model which is proposed by Dr. Codd widely used in almost all information systems to manage their transaction data, in past few decades [10]. Relational database consists with a set of tables (relations) and relationships among them [11]. Each table in a relational database has data fields, rows, primary key, and foreign key. A table is a collection of records; it has a two dimensional structure with column (data fields) and rows (tuples). The table represents the entities of the semantic model/conceptual model of a database (e.g. The “Item details” table represent the “Item” entity in the inventory control system). Each column of the table represents attributes of the entity [11] (e.g. “item_name” and “unit_price” are the column names of the “Item” table that represents the attributes of “Item” entity). The primary key is an attribute or combination of attributes of the table. It is used to identify each row uniquely [11]. The tables in a relational database model have relationships among each table to represent some relevant fact of the system [11] (e.g. The relationship between “Item” and “Invoice” tables of “Inventory control system,” says “Invoice” has “Item”). Foreign key helps to maintain the relationship between the tables, by keeping references [11].

2.1 Relational Database Design Process

To create a relational database, few steps need to be followed: gather system requirement for the database, design the conceptual model (Entity Relation Diagram is the most popular model), map the conceptual data model to logical data model, and translate the logical data model (normalized database) into the target database- physical data model- (Figure 1 describes the relational database design process).

The logical data model should be a normalized one. Database normalization also introduced by Dr Codd and it helps to minimize the data redundancy in relational databases by organizing their attributes and tables. Normalization process confirms whether the relational database satisfies a certain normal form in a relation schema through a series of tests. In order to achieve each normal form, database designers have to analyze the give relation schema based on their functional
dependencies and primary keys. There are three types of normal forms commonly used in the
database design process such as: First Normal form (1NF), Second Normal form (2NF) and Third
Normal form (3NF). Database designers/developers need technical knowledge for each step of
the process as well as for the normalization process.

Figure 1. Relational Database Design Process

2.2 Database Design Process Automation Approaches

2.2.1 Converting user requirements into a conceptual model/database structure

Converting user requirements into conceptual model is the most critical task in the relational
database design process and others are straightforward [12, 13]. The research paper [14]
categorized existing approaches on gathering database requirements – the first step of the
database design process - into four categories: learning from examples, natural language,
structured input/output definition, and schema definition. This research does not consider the
approaches: learning from examples, structured input/output definition, and schema definition
given by the user, because non-technical people do not have the technical knowledge to state the
requirements in structured input/output definition, schema definition and to learn from examples.
Usually, database designers use system requirement specifications which are in natural language
to obtain the database requirements. In the literature survey, we extracted systems/tools, which
can automate the database design process from the requirements given in natural language. Some
tools generate conceptual model (ER model) from the requirement while some tools generate the
normalized relational database [7, 13, 15] from the requirement. In order to improve the accuracy
of the outcomes, these tools apply few techniques: pre-process the natural language input
(effective way to remove noisy data and achieve normalization) using controlled language
(putting constraints on the input), and sublanguage; use dialogues (effective in requirements
elicitation and acquisition with having a dialogue with the user) [13]; and use knowledgebase –
domain knowledge [16], but the accuracy of the outcome had reduced for complex requirements [8]. These tools need user involvement to generate their outcomes or to improve the accuracy of outcomes further [8]; therefore, approaches in natural language also ignored as it difficult to communicate the requirements easily and difficult to illustrate the correct requirement at the beginning specially non-technical people and novel database designers.

Except the approaches categorized in the research paper [14], business forms also help to gather requirements to database design: forms represent the database layer of the system [14]. Researchers have been already carried out to develop tools/systems in order to automate the database design process using the forms [9]. Most of them give the correct outcome; therefore, the research paper [9] suggests that the form is one of the best approaches to gather comprehensive database requirement accurately. However, existing tools/systems are unfit for non-technical and novel database designers they need user involvement - with technical knowledge - for some steps of the process [9].

2.2.2 Normalization approaches

The concept of functional dependencies (FDs) is the foundation of the normalization process. Database designers practice their domain knowledge and experiences to identify the functional dependencies of databases [11]. The functional dependency is a property of the semantics or meaning of the attributes and it describes a constraint between two sets of attributes from the database [17]. It is denoted by $X \rightarrow Y$ between two sets of attributes $X$ and $Y$. $X$ and $Y$ are subsets of $R$ specifies a constraint on the possible tuples that can form a relation $R$. The constraint is that for any two tuples $t_1$ and $t_2$ in $r$ that have $t_1 [X] = t_2 [X]$ they must also have $t_1 [y] = t_2 [y]$ [17].

We found few algorithms which have been developed to obtain the functional dependencies in the given set of data. Some of them are FD_Mine [18], FastFD [19], DepMiner [20], and TANE [21]. We can use these algorithms to have an idea about the functional dependencies in the existing databases. Among them, FD_Mine is better for data tables with a large number of records and a lesser number of attributes. If the number of attributes large then we can use FastFD algorithm, but it has poor performance for a large number of data records [22].

Database normalization can be done with relevant functional dependencies. We found few normalization algorithms to get the normalized database based on the given set of functional dependencies. Most of them were developed to learn database normalization process [23, 24], while one of them is a semi automated one [25]. There are two algorithms that can be used for normalization process and both gives the normalized tables with primary keys and foreign keys [26, 27]. We tested the algorithm [26] among them and it works well for any given set of functional dependencies.

3. FORM BASED APPROACH TO AUTOMATE THE DATABASE DESIGN PROCESS

A form based approach was used for the proposed tools, because manual forms as well as the digital forms are widely used to gather and report the business data in a structured way. The forms are more familiar, easy to read, and understandable to end-user to communicate many requirements of the system [28]; it provides common vocabulary, and set of goals among end users and data processing professionals, rather than providing exhaustive requirements collection by end-users [29]. Thus, forms can be considered as a vital source for database design process [9].

System users use forms to communicate with the systems while they are created by one source of the business function and sometimes modified or used in some other function [30]. As an example invoice is a commercial instrument issued by the seller to the customer; it describes all
transaction details that happened between customer and seller. Business forms are categorized into two groups; update forms (ex: invoice, purchase order) - keep track of real system state changing to update, and report – for reporting [30]. Update forms are used for data entry purposes; it consists with the all the underlying data that necessary to consider for database design. Therefore, update forms were considered for the research. An update form consists with a title, set of fields, and blank spaces to provide or display value of form fields. When a form fields are filled with values then it becomes an instance of a particular form [29].

3.1 Architectural Design of the Approach

The architectural design of the proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 2. First, it gathers datainto an un-normalized database, which is received from forms. This research categorized the form fields into two groups: repetitive fields and non-repetitive fields. Repetitive fields are repeated with data in a form instance (typically these fields are in a table format) while non-repetitive fields are not repeated with the data (only one value) in a form instance. Figure 3 shows the field categorization can be happened in a customer invoice. It shows non-repetitive fields: CusName- Customer Name, CusAdd –Customer Address, CusTP – Customer Telephone Number, InvoiceNo, Date, Total, Sub Total, and Tax; and repetitive fields: ItemNo, ItemName, UnitPrice, Quantity, and Amount. This makes the hierarchical format for the form like root-node describes the non-repetitive fields while leaf-node describes the repetitive fields. The entered data are gathered into two tables, one table to keep repetitive data and another one for non-repetitive data (these tables are un-normalized tables).

The functional dependency algorithm is applied on these two unnormalized tables. If there are all the varieties of data exist, then we can expect the accurate outcome from the FD algorithm. If the number of attributes is greater than fifteen FastFoD algorithm should apply to keep the better performance of the system. if not FD_Mine algorithm shows better performance [22]. End users’ domain knowledge is needed to apply improve the accuracy of the discovered functional
dependencies, because sometimes it gives functional dependencies as “ItemNo→ItemName” and “ItemName→ItemNo” which cannot be sorted out by the system. In such situations system needs end users’ domain knowledge to correct the functional dependencies. Further system conducts a conversation with the user, based on the functional dependencies to make sure the gathered data have all varieties of data. If there are wrong functional dependencies, then end user need to make the correction of data in the data tables accordingly. User inputs and their decisions on functional dependencies keep in a log file for future use. Since it is not related to technical knowledge non-technical people can give their view point to have the set of accurate functional dependencies.

![Figure 3. Sample Form Structure](image)

Afterward, it applies the normalization algorithm [26] on the discovered functional dependencies to have normalized tables. This algorithm automatically identified the primary keys. Based on that we can identify the foreign keys as well. To have accurate normalized tables, first check whether there is data fields repetition between the data tables other than the foreign keys. If there are repetitive data fields means tables have not normalized accurately. Then user asked to enter another 50 data records and repeat the steps described above. The knowledge in the log file is applied to check the accuracy of the newly created functional dependencies. If there are new functional dependencies than the previous, end user need to check their accuracy. Log file also needs to update according to that. Though there are repetitive fields have or not, end user needs to add another 50 records and repeat the steps described above. If it generates same set of normalized data tables in both times prove that system has generated the accurate normalized data tables. Then forms can directly keep their data in normalized database.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We found that the approach gives us the normalized database for business forms by eliminating the middle steps of the database design process, when we give the form details in an organized manner as described above. Please refer Figure 4 for its illustration.

This approach also requires the user involvement, but it is only to extract domain knowledge which is familiar, even for non-technical end-users. The proposed approach poses simple questions for this purpose; therefore, end-users do not have to interact with technical stuffs like other tools required. They do not need to extract the business entities in the form by themselves as other tools/systems do (identify the primary keys, foreign keys and the relationships among tables) [30]. The accuracy of the outcome totally depend on the data fed by end user. Finally, we
can conclude that the approach helps to create the database dynamically without user intervention for technical tasks and it will help a lot for our target user group – non-technical peoples in small and medium sized enterprises.

Figure 04: System in data modeling levels of abstractions
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